2005 chevy trailblazer thermostat
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Fits:. Catalog: P. Catalog: C. This article comes about by the seemingly mass confusion of
where the thermostat is located on and up Chevrolet Trailblazer, GMC Envoy and similar body
styles with the 4. This is NOT the case at all, and people that do not know what they are talking
about can be misleading the regular guy trying to fix his vehicle. On earlier model vehicles, and
even the S-series Blazer that was still out when the new body style Trailblazer came out, they
had a V6 engine with the thermostat located right in the front, on top of the intake, just about
dead center of the engine. When the inline six engine came out in the and newer Trailblazer, the
thermostat was re-located to the left drivers side of the engine, behind and a bit below of the
alternator. See pics below. The housing and hose that is now on the right side of the engine is
just an inlet housing for the coolant. As you can see in the provided pictures below, the
thermostat on the Trailblazer 4. This unit needs to be replaced as a whole. The repair can be
made through accessing the bolts to the housing through the left front wheel well opening, or if
you prefer, the belt, and alternator can be removed, but that is a bit more work. I really hope this
clears up any confusion you may have heard elsewhere. When it comes to a situation like this,
you really need the correct information from someone who does this for a living! ProTech: After
refilling the radiator , let the truck run for a while with the cap off. It should bleed out any air
easily that way. You may have to top off once the thermostat opens, but probably not that much.
This also works on the Chevy Trailblazer. My Trailblazer has a check engine code the
thermostat is out of bounds. Chevy mechanic says replace the thermostat. What else could be
the issue? I am trying fix my gmc envoy coolant thermostat and i am not finding help on
location or to make sure i have the right part let alone help working on it. Where exactly is the
thermostat located on a trailblazer. Some sites and YouTube say its located behind the
alternator and others say its located attached to the top radiator hose connected to the engine.
On a Trailblazer- thermostat on the 4. On a Blazer with a 4. HE told me that it wont effect
anything. I had no other option as i had to go further on that road. Is it real urgent that i replace
the whole unit as soon as i reach any city. I just replace the water pump on a Chevy Trailblazer
and but it still overheating I want to know do I need to replace the thermostat. WE just changed
the Thermostat on my Chevy trailblazer 6L 4. I am having over heat problems but h20 seems to

be moving when thermostat opens. I look underneath engine and all is dry, no fluid on ground,
but in the rear of blazer out of what looks like A C pipe there is water gatering on a sheet metal
cross member. Does engine coolant run thru A C pipes or? Thanks pal for the reply.. I just
completed the thermostat installation. Had to move the alternator though to get the top bold out.
It was just too close to get in with the extension. Moving the alternator made it a lot easier to
install the therm. It was a lot of work to get it done. Thanks again for that good info. Thanks for
the info. I have a TB and there is a lot of bad info on some sites. Use a universal joint or even
better a wobble end extension. That will give you enough angle to get that bolt to remove the
thermostat housing. Nice article and clarification on 4. What tools do I need to replace my
thermostat on a trailblazer trying to do it my self and any of you guy have a problem with a
number 5 cylinder miss I replace spark plug,coil pack and rubber boot or spark plug wire and it
still missing help. You just need a 10mm socket on a long extension and jhose clamp pliers. Get
to the bolts through the drivers side wheel well opening. Changed thermostat today. Peace out
and Merry Christmas! This sounds like the the radiator may have had an air pocket and needs
the coolant topped off. Also may need to replace the tiadaror cap as the system needs to be
able to build pressure. Worse cause would be a blown head gasket but you would notice a loss
of coolant in the tiadaror. There is no such sensor. I am guessing that you have a check engine
light with code P coolant temp below thermostat regulating temperature. This code is cause by
either low coolant level, or more likely- a bad thermostat. There is no sensor called that. If what
you are saying is true and that the vortec inline 6 has no coolant temp. Who said there is no
temperature sensor? All I see talking about is the thermostat location, not any temp sensor?
Sorry to say but my has the thermostat located on passenger side of block near power sterring
pump. Trying to figure out how to get out and find right part. On all Trailblazers and Envoys with
the I6 is located on the drivers side, low and behind the alternator. Let me know how it goes and
how to replace it. A picture of the thermostat when you do it would be great too! Skip to main
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